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Abstract 
Poiseuille flow refers to the incompressible viscous laminar flow in a pipe with two fixed plate. Assuming the 
ferrofluid is flowing along the x axis direction, with external uniform magnetic field 0B along y axis direction and 
external uniform electric field 0E  along z axis direction. The plat plates are fixed in the );( zx  plane and the width 
between the two plates is a2 . The velocity and magnetic induction of the ferrofluid are given as 
follows: )0,0),(( yuV  , )0),(),(( 0 yBByBB yx  . Suppose that xp ww  is irrelevant to y and yp ww  is 
irrelevant to x , let ))((/ 0 yBBaFa y KV , then, for poiseuille flow of  ferromagnetic fluid we get its boundary 
layer velocity . Morever, Couette flow of  ferromagnetic fluid is also investigated.  
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1. Derivation of boundary layer equation of ferromagnetic Poiseuille flow 
Since there are only a few free electrons in the ferromagnetic fluid, we always consider the 
ferromagnetic fluid as nonconductive. But in fact it will generate electricity when a conductor is cutting 
the magnetic induction line, even though the electricity is relatively weak. Especially in the actual process 
of MHD power generation experiments (adding conductive polymer to the ferrofluid can enhance 
conductivity), it is necessary to consider the generated current in the ferrofluid [1-3]. 
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Derivation of boundary layer equation of two special ferromagnetic fluid. Assuming the ferrofluid is 
flowing along the x  axis direction, with external uniform magnetic field B0 along y  axis direction and 
external uniform electric field E0 along z  axis direction. The plat plates are fixed in the ),( zx  plane 
and the width between the two plates is 2 a . The velocity and magnetic induction of the ferrofluid can be 
given as follows: 
}0,0),({v yu , }0),(),({ 0 yBByBB yx  . 
Thus )}(,0,0(B)V(Ei 00 yuBuBE y u VV . 
Further more  
 uBi j))()((Bi))())((B( 00000 yuBuBEyyuBuBEyB yyyy  VV  
Owing to the equilibrium of each force, we can get: 
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x This paper only studies the ferrofluid for which xp ww  is irrelevant to y  and yp ww  is irrelevant to 
x  .The following is the process to solve the above ordinary differential equation. The following is the 
process to solve the above ordinary differential equation. We Suppose  that )( yBy  has little change 
in value, approximate to a constant, then the general solution for the following homogeneous equations 
is  
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then the solution to equation (2) is 
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Since the two boundary plates are fixed, substituting the boundary condition 0)(  rau  into the 
above solution, we have  
)2/(21 chFaCcc   , where KV /))(( 0 yBBaFa y .  
Thus 
chFa
chFaFaYchCu ))((   
It can be seen that the magnetic field intensity and  magnetic induction intensity will affect the speed 
of ferrofluid. Magnetization intensity M depends on the material and magnetic particles' size, so 
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different kind of ferrofluid and different particles' size have different magnetization intensity. For linear 
isotropic magnetic media, M is proportional to  B  and H . For paramagnetic particles,  the direction of 
M   is different from that of B  and H . For anti-magnetic particles,  M  has opposite direction with  
B  and H . For the anisotropic magnetic media, M  is proportional to B  and H , but the scale factor 
is a second-order tensor. For the ferromagnetic material, M , B  and H  have a complex non-linear 
relationship, constituting the hysteresis loop. Thus, the value of )( yBy  depends on the measurement of 
a given fluid. Suppose )( yBy  has little change in value, approximate to a constant, then we can solve  
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Fig. 1. Dimensionless speed 0/ uuU  : (a) Conductive poiseuille flow;  (b) Conductive  couette flow. 
As can be seen from Fig. 1(a)ˈthe greater Fa  is, the more smooth the speed curve will be, but the 
velocity gradient is also greater near the pipe wall. 
2. Derivation of boundary layer equation of ferromagnetic Couette flow 
Couette flow refers to the viscous laminar fluid between two parallel plates which are moving in 
opposite direction [4]. Assuming the ferrofluid is flowing along the x  axis direction, with external 
uniform magnetic field 0B  along y  axis direction and external uniform electric field 0E  along z  axis 
direction. The width between two flats is 2 a  and they are moving in opposite direction with velocities 
0u , 0u . The previous study shows the motion equation of the conductive ferrofluid: 
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We also get )//(5.0 01 shFauchFaCc  , )//(5.0 01 shFauchFaCc   ,where  
KV /))(( 0 yBBaFa y   
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And 
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Then we have the solution. 
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As can be seen from fig 1(b)ˈthe greater Fa  is, the more smooth the speed curve will be, but the 
velocity gradient is also greater near the pipe wall. At the boundary aY  , the ratio of  u  to 0u  is 1. At 
the boundary aY  , the ratio of  u  to u  to 0u  is -1. 
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